Mutational Analysis of the Control Cable That Mediates Transmembrane Signaling in the *Escherichia coli* Serine Chemoreceptor
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During transmembrane signaling by *Escherichia coli* Tsr, changes in ligand occupancy in the periplasmic serine-binding domain promote asymmetric motions in a four-helix transmembrane bundle. Piston displacements of the signaling TM2 helix in turn modulate the HAMP bundle on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane to control receptor output signals to the flagellar motors. A five-residue control cable joins TM2 to the HAMP AS1 helix and mediates conformational interactions between them. To explore control cable structural features important for signal transmission, we constructed and characterized all possible single amino acid replacements at the Tsr control cable residues. Only a few lesions abolished Tsr function, indicating that the chemical nature and size of the control cable side chains are not individually critical for signal control. Charged replacements at I214 mimicked the signaling consequences of attractant or repellent stimuli, most likely through aberrant structural interactions of the mutant side chains with the membrane interfacial environment. Prolines at residues 214 to 217 also caused signaling defects, suggesting that the control cable has helical character. However, proline did not disrupt function at G213, the first control cable residue, which might serve as a structural transition between the TM2 and AS1 helix registers. Hydrophobic amino acids at S217, the last control cable residue, produced attractant-mimic effects, most likely by contributing to packing interactions within the HAMP bundle. These results suggest a helix extension mechanism of Tsr transmembrane signaling in which TM2 piston motions influence HAMP stability by modulating the helicity of the control cable segment.

Chemoreceptors known as methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) mediate the adaptive locomotor behaviors of many bacterial and archaeal cells (1, 70, 75). The MCPs of *Escherichia coli* are the best studied and offer tractable models for elucidating molecular mechanisms of transmembrane signaling (26, 27). The serine (Tsr), aspartate (Tar), ribose/galactose (Trg), and dipeptide/pyrimidine (Tap) transmembrane receptors all contain periplasmic ligand-binding domains that communicate stimulus information to a cytoplasmic kinase control domain (Fig. 1). Changes in ligand occupancy promote small (~2-Å) displacements of the membrane-spanning TM2 helix in one subunit of the receptor homodimer (18, 25, 43). This asymmetric piston motion impinges on a HAMP domain at the cytoplasmic side of the membrane, which translates that conformational input into symmetric structural changes of an extended four-helix bundle to modulate activity of the receptor-associated CheA autokinase (26, 46). Attractant (ATT) stimuli promote inward TM2 displacements that inhibit CheA activity, and repellent (REP) stimuli promote outward piston movements that stimulate CheA activity (25). The kinase-off state favors counterclockwise (CCW) rotation of the cell’s flagellar motors, producing forward swimming, and the kinase-on state promotes clockwise (CW) motor rotation, which causes tumbling episodes that randomly reorient the cell’s heading (37). By modulating the direction of motor rotation in response to changing chemoeffector levels, the cell tracks attractant and repellent gradients in its environment.

A sensory adaptation system enables *E. coli* chemoreceptors to detect temporal changes in chemoeffector concentrations as the cell moves about (49). The cytoplasmic portion of each receptor subunit contains 4 to 6 glutamyl residues, interposed between the HAMP domain and the kinase control tip of the receptor molecule, that undergo reversible methylation (Fig. 1) (30, 31, 63). CheR, a methyltransferase, attaches methyl groups to MCPs, while CheB, a methylsterase, removes MCP methyl groups (56, 58). The signaling state of the receptor determines the relative activities of CheR and CheB. Receptor molecules in the kinase-off state are better substrates for CheR; kinase-on receptors are better substrates for CheB (32, 62). Thus, the modification levels of receptor molecules reflect their recent signaling and stimulus history. An attractant increase, for example, produces an imbalance between receptor occupancy and modification state, triggering a kinase-off output signal. This response, in turn, leads to a net increase in receptor methylation that offsets its ligand occupancy, canceling the kinase-off response (55). The methylation changes that produce sensory adaptation also reverse the piston displacements triggered by the initial chemoeffector stimulus (36). Thus, the receptor methylation state provides an alternative readout of receptor conformation and signaling activity. Conversely, mutationally imposed modifications can shift receptor signaling states (11, 57).

The HAMP domain handles the receptor’s input/output transactions (46). Each HAMP subunit is about 50 amino acids in length, comprising two amphipathic helices (AS1, AS2) joined by a nonhelical connector (CTR) (5, 67). The four
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HAMP helices in a homodimeric receptor molecule organize as a parallel four-helix bundle (28, 61, 66). The HAMP bundle conveys conformational information to the methylation helix (MH) bundle through the adjoined AS2 and MH1 helices to modulate receptor output. The alternative signaling states of HAMP could correspond to discrete conformations, as proposed in the gearbox (28) and scissors (61) models. In contrast, recent evidence suggests that HAMP signaling states may correspond to structural ensembles with different dynamic behaviors (46, 73, 74). The dynamic bundle model proposes that the packing stabilities of the HAMP and MH bundles are oppositionally coupled and regulated by the interplay of piston inputs to HAMP and methylation changes to the MH bundle (74).

In Tsr, two aromatic residues, W211 and F212, reside at the membrane core-head group interface and define the cytoplasmic ends of the TM2 helices (Fig. 1) (9, 22, 34). A five-residue segment joins F212 to L218, the first critical residue of the HAMP AS1 helices (Fig. 1) (74). This so-called control cable mediates conformational interactions between the TM2 and AS1 helices during transmembrane signaling (44, 46, 68, 74). In the dynamic bundle model of input/output signaling, the role of the control cable is to modulate the structural stability of HAMP in response to piston displacements of TM2 (74). It could conceivably act by relaxing or tightening structural tension on the HAMP helix packing interactions. In the crankshaft-gearbox and pushrod-scissors models of HAMP action, the control cable backbone would presumably need to have a rigid structure to transmit rotary or push-pull motions to HAMP (46).

Little is known about the structure of the control cable and its mechanism of conformational communication (46). Wright et al. investigated the signaling properties of mutant Tar receptors with alterations at the control cable-AS1 junction and concluded that the control cable had a helical character but that “a strong, permanent helical connection . . . is not necessary for normal transmembrane signaling” (68). Molecular dynamics simulations performed by Park et al. also indicate that the control cable could have a helical secondary structure (44). To gain further insight into the role of the control cable in transmembrane signaling, we constructed all possible single amino acid replacements at the five control cable residues of Tsr. We then characterized the signaling properties of the mutant receptors with respect to their steady-state kinase activity and whether their outputs changed in response to a serum stimulus or to actions of the sensory adaptation enzymes. Our findings shed new light on structural features of the control cable that are important for transmembrane signaling.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacterial strains.** Strains were derivatives of *E. coli* K-12 strain RP437 (47), and their relevant genotypes are the following: UU1250 [Δaer-1 Δtar-7028 Δ(tar-turn)p5201 Δarg-100] (3); UU1555 [Δaer-1 Δtar-7028 Δ(tar-cheB)2234 Δarg-100] (8); UU1623 [Δtar-7028 Δarg-3634 Δarg-100] (4); UU2377 [tsr-R69E Δaer-1 Δ(tar-turn)p5201 Δarg-4543 Δrac-A-SstII/EcoRI] (4); UU2378 [tsr-T156K Δaer-1 Δ(tar-turn)p5201 Δarg-4543 Δrac-A-SstII/EcoRI] (4); UU2610 [Δaer-1 Δ(tar-cheB)Y406 Δtar-5547 Δarg-4543] (73); UU2611 [Δaer-1 Δ(tar-cheB)Y253 Δtar-5547 Δarg-4543] (73); UU2612 [Δaer-1 Δ(tar-turn)p4350 ΔcheB-E435 Δtar-5547 Δarg-4543] (73).

**Plasmids.** Plasmids used included pKG116, a derivative of pACYC184 (16) that confers chloramphenicol resistance and has a sodium salicylate-inducible expression/cloning site (13); pPA114, a relative of pKG116 that carries wild-type tsr region. Some derivatives of pPA114 and pRR53 carrying a missense mutation at codon 215, 216, or 217 were obtained in a previous study (74).

**Chemotaxis assays.** Host strains carrying tsr plasmids were analyzed in strains UU1535 and UU2610 (to avoid product interference from pPA803).

**Receptor clustering assays.** Mutant pPA114 derivatives were introduced into UU2610 cells already harboring either pPA789 or pPA803, respectively, codon or site-specific primers, as previously described (3, 4). QuikChange products were introduced into UU2610 by either electroporation or CaCl₂ transformation into UU2612 cells already harboring either pPA789 or pPA803, to avoid product interference from pPA803. The resulting plasmid was verified by sequencing the entire plasmid sequence.

**Plasmids.** Plasmids used included pKG116, a derivative of pACYC184 (16) that confers chloramphenicol resistance and has a sodium salicylate-inducible expression/cloning site (13); pPA114, a relative of pKG116 that carries wild-type tsr region. Some derivatives of pPA114 and pRR53 carrying a missense mutation at codon 215, 216, or 217 were obtained in a previous study (74).
and mutant pRR53 derivatives were introduced into UU2612 cells harboring pVS49 or pVS102. Cells containing each pair of compatible plasmids were grown at 30°C in tryptone broth containing 50 μg/ml ampicillin and 12.5 μg/ml chloramphenicol. Tsr expression from pRR53 derivatives was induced with 100 μM IPTG, YFP-ChaZ (pVS49) was induced with 0.005% L- (+)-arabinose, and YFP-CheR (pVS102) was induced with 0.01% L- (+)-arabinose. Tsr expression from pPA114 derivatives was induced with 0.6 μM sodium salicylate, and CFP-ChaZ (pPA579) and YFP-CheR (pPA583) were induced with 100 μM IPTG. Cells at mid-exponential phase were examined by fluorescence microscopy and analyzed as previously described (3, 42).

**Assay of receptor modification state.** Cells harboring pRR53 derivatives were grown in tryptone broth containing 50 μg/ml ampicillin and 100 μM IPTG, while cells harboring pPA114 derivatives were grown in tryptone broth containing 12.5 μg/ml chloramphenicol and 0.6 μM sodium salicylate. Cells were grown at 30°C to mid-exponential phase, and 1-ml samples were pelleted by centrifugation, washed twice with KEP (10 mM K-PO4, 0.1 mM K-EDTA; pH 7.0), and lysed by boiling in sample buffer (35). Tsr bands were resolved by electrophoresis in 8% polyacrylamide gels containing sodium dodecyl sulfate and visualized by immunoblottting with a polyclonal rabbit anti-Tsr antiserum, as described previously (40, 42, 51). We classified cells into 5 categories according to their pattern of flagellar rotation, as follows: exclusively CCW, CCW reversing, balanced CCW-CW, CW reversing, or near-native structures and that their functional defects are not due to poor expression or accelerated degradation. 

**Dominance and signaling symmetry of control cable defects.** Mutant plasmids were tested for dominance effects in control cable mutants. Tsr control cable mutants fall into the following three general categories (Fig. 2): (A) Expressor of receptor modification state, with a number of additional tests, described below and summarized in Table 1. We conclude that the mutant proteins adopt native or near-native structures and that their functional defects are not due to poor expression or accelerated degradation.

**Expression level and stability of the mutant proteins.** Mutant plasmids were transferred to a receptorless strain that also lacks the CheR methyltransferase and CheB deamidase/esterase enzymes of the sensory adaptation system. Owing to the absence of MCP covalent modifications in this background, the mutant Tsr molecules migrated as a single band in SDS-PAGE, thereby facilitating quantitative analysis (see Materials and Methods). All mutant proteins had steady-state expression levels that differed from the wild type by no more than 2-fold (Table 1). We conclude that the mutant proteins adopt native or near-native structures and that their functional defects are not due to poor expression or accelerated degradation.

**RESULTS**

**Mutational scan of the Tsr control cable.** To identify functionally critical features of the control cable residues, we constructed single-amino-acid-replacement mutants in Tsr by all-codon mutagenesis of tsr codons 213 to 217 in plasmids pRR53 and pPA114. At optimal inducer concentrations (see Materials and Methods), these plasmids confer robust Tsr function to receptorless host strains UU2612, which carries chromosomal deletions of all five E. coli MCP family genes (tsr, tar, tap, trg, and aer). We tested UU2612 cells carrying mutant tsr plasmids for Tsr function on tryptone soft agar plates at 30°C. The control cable mutants fell into the following three general classes (Fig. 2): full function (colony size and ring morphology similar to those of the wild type) (Fig. 2A, white circles), impaired function (decreased colony size and/or mutant ring morphology) (Fig. 2A, gray circles), and null (comparable to the vector control phenotype) (Fig. 2A, black circles). Representative examples of these mutant phenotypes are shown in Fig. 2B.

We characterized the functional properties of control cable mutants, particularly those with partial or complete loss-of-function chemotaxis phenotypes, with a number of additional tests, described below and summarized in Table 1. The mutant Tsr molecules were expected to transmit serine-binding information through the R69E subunit,
TABLE 1. Properties of Tsr control cable mutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acid changea</th>
<th>Tsr phenotypela</th>
<th>Tsrb</th>
<th>% CW rotation time in hostc</th>
<th>Modified byb</th>
<th>SER CH3d responsee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UU2610 (R” B” )</td>
<td>UU2611 (R” B” )</td>
<td>UU2612 (R” B” )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild type</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT mimic [1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G213P</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G213Y</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214H</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214L</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214M</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A216P</td>
<td>+/- (CS)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S217A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S217I</td>
<td>+/- (CS)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S217L</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S217M</td>
<td>+/- (CS)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S217V</td>
<td>+/- (CS)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT mimic [2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP mimic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214E</td>
<td>+/- (HS)</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K215I</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I214K</td>
<td>+/- (HS)</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K215P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K215Q</td>
<td>+/- (HS)</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S217P</td>
<td>(HS)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Mutational changes are denoted by the amino acid replacement they cause in the following format: wild-type residue, residue number, mutant residue. Lightface indicates mutant genes carried by plasmid pR53, and italics indicate mutant genes carried by plasmid pPA114.
b Tsr function was assessed on tryptone soft agar plates at 30°C, as follows: colony size and morphology comparable to those of the wild type (+), reduced colony size and/or aberrant ring morphology (+/-), colony size greater than that of the vector control but no evident ring at the border (-/+), and colony size and morphology comparable to those of the vector control (-). Heat-sensitive (HS) and cold-sensitive (CS) defects were identified by additional soft agar tests at 24°C and 36°C.
c Expression level of the mutant protein relative to that of wild-type Tsr. See Materials and Methods for measurement details.
d CW rotation times were calculated from the flagellar rotation profiles (see Materials and Methods) and rounded to the nearest whole number. Underlined values are averages of two or more independent measurements.
e Modification of the mutant protein by CheB and CheR was assessed by band patterns in SDS-PAGE analyses (see Materials and Methods), as follows: no evident modification (-), some modification but less extensive than that for the wild-type protein (+/-), extent of modification comparable to that for the wild type (+); more extensive modification than that for wild-type Tsr (+); and much more extensive modification than that for wild-type Tsr (+++).
f Increase in methylation state induced by a serine stimulus (SER) in host UU2612. Symbols are defined above in footnote e.

whereas T156K/Tsr* heterodimers should signal through the Tsr* subunit (4, 72). The absence of functional asymmetry in these tests indicates that one normal control cable suffices for signaling, regardless of the transmission path. Moreover, the recessive character of the control cable defects indicates that the mutant subunits have normal membrane topology and dimerization ability.

Functional interactions of Tsr control cable mutants with the aspartate receptor. Mutant plasmids were tested for functional rescue and jamming effects in UU1623, which carries a wild-type aspartate receptor gene (tar). Tar and Tsr molecules can function in mixed signaling teams based on trimer of dimers (2, 3, 59). Mixed-team formation enables wild-type Tar to restore function to some Tsr mutants (rescue); conversely, some Tsr defects block wild-type Tar function (jamming). Of the nine null or near-null Tsr control cable defects, six (I214D, I214E, I214K, I214P, K215I, S217P) exhibited neither rescue nor jamming behavior, two (K215P, A216P) were rescued by Tar, and one (I214R) jammed Tar (data not shown). We conclude that at least the three rescuable or jamming receptors are able to form mixed trimers of dimers with Tar molecules.

Temperature effects on mutant control cable function. According to the dynamic bundle model of HAMP signal control, attractant (kinase-deactivating) stimuli enhance HAMP stability, whereas repellent (kinase-activating) stimuli reduce HAMP stability (74). If Tsr control cable lesions perturb HAMP stability, their functional defects might respond to temperature shifts. Accordingly, we assessed the chemotactic behavior of control cable mutants, initially defined at 30°C, at lower (24°C) and higher (36°C) temperatures. Four mutants (S217V, S217L, S217M, A216P) exhibited somewhat more function at 36°C than at 24°C; we consider their defects to be cold sensitive (Table 1). Similarly, four mutants (I214E, I214K, K215Q, S217P) exhibited somewhat more function at 24°C than at 36°C; we consider their defects to be heat sensitive (Table 1).

If we assume that lower temperature enhances HAMP stability, then control cable lesions with cold-sensitive behavior...
might mimic the attractant-stimulated condition, because low temperature (i.e., increased HAMP stability) exacerbates their signaling defect. Conversely, if higher temperatures reduce HAMP stability, then lesions that cause heat-sensitive behavior might mimic a repellent-stimulated condition, because high temperature (i.e., decreased HAMP stability) exacerbates their signaling defect. To explore the relationship between temperature effects and signal output, we next examined the CheR and CheB enzymes. To assess the modification states of those Tsr molecules, we examined their SDS-PAGE band patterns under conditions in which the effective methylation level influences electrophoretic mobility (12, 17, 24) (Fig. 3B). In strain UU2610, which lacks both modification enzymes (i.e., CheR− CheB− [R− B−]), Tsr molecules have glutamine residues at two of the four principal methylation sites (29). Wild-type Tsr molecules in this OEQE state behave as though half methylated, producing an intermediate SDS-PAGE migration rate (Fig. 3B) and high kinase activity (Fig. 3A). In UU2612, which has both adaptation enzymes (R+, B+), the wild-type receptor population is heterogeneous, but the average modification state maintains overall output at the set point position (−25% CW) (Fig. 3A) (73). In low-serine environments, the set point modification state is low, corresponding to about one Q or methylated E residue per subunit (Fig. 3B). In a high-serine environment, the average methylation state at the set point is considerably higher (Fig. 3B). The UU2611 host (R− B−) can only deamidate Q sites, shifting Tsr modification toward the fully unmethylated EEEE state, which has the lowest SDS-PAGE migration rate (Fig. 3B) and produces set point-level kinase activity (Fig. 3A). In contrast, the UU2632 host (R+ B+) can only methylate E sites, shifting Tsr modification toward the OEQEm state, which has a much higher SDS-PAGE migration rate (Fig. 3B). Highly modified wild-type Tsr molecules produce inverted aerotactic responses (21), implying that they lie in the reversed regime of the biphasic output curve.

The biphasic dynamic bundle model predicts that highly methylated receptors could exhibit less kinase activity than OEQE receptors if the system is driven far enough toward the CCW(B) state. This paradoxical behavior is not readily apparent with wild-type Tsr, whose CW output was comparably high in both UU2610 and UU2632 (Fig. 3A), but was evident with some control cable mutants (see below). Biphasic output curves provide the simplest explanation for reduced CW output at high modification states and are used below to summarize the relationship between the modification state and signal output in various mutant receptors. In the output diagrams, the degree of shading for the four host symbols reflects the effective methylation states those hosts support for wild-type receptors, as follows: unmethylated (UU2611, white symbols), some methylation (UU2612, light gray symbols), OEQE modification (UU2610, dark gray symbols), and mostly methylated (UU2632, black symbols).

**Control cable lesions that mimic an attractant stimulus.** Our working model predicts that receptors with ATT-mimic lesions should have outputs shifted toward the CCW(A) ki-
nase-off state. As a consequence, the sensory adaptation system should increase the steady-state methylation level of the mutant receptors. Eleven control cable mutants met these criteria (ATT mimic [1]) (Table 1), and those with hydrophobic amino acid replacements at S217 serve to illustrate these traits (Fig. 4). The S217V, S217I, and S217M receptors produced no CW output in the R−B+ host but below the wild-type set point, and high CW output in the R+B− host, comparable to that of the wild type in the QEQE state. In the R−B− host, these mutant receptors were extensively methylated (Fig. 4B), but their outputs were no more, and often less, CW than those in the R−B+ host, which we interpret as evidence of entry into the reversed output regime (Fig. 4A). Tsr(S217A) had a similar output pattern except in the R+B− host, where its CW output reached the wild-type set point (Fig. 3A). In contrast, Tsr(S217M) produced very little CW output in all but the R+B+ host (Fig. 4A). The S217V, S217I, and S217M defects also exhibited cold-sensitive character, a feature consistent with ATT-mimic defects (Table 1). We suggest that the hydrophobic replacement S217* receptors represent a range of ATT-mimic behaviors, with the severity of their signaling defect related to the size and hydrophobicity of their mutant amino acid. S217A output is close to that of the wild type but more easily driven to the CCW(A) state by CheB action. At the opposite extreme, S217M output is close to that of the wild type but more easily driven away from the CCW(A) state only by CheR action. The modification patterns of the S217* proteins support this interpretation. All of these mutant receptors were more highly modified than the wild type in both the R+B− host (Fig. 4B) and the R+B+ host (Fig. 4C). The increased methylation levels of the S217* receptors are consistent with an intrinsic signal output shifted toward the CCW(A) state, necessitating extensive methylation to drive them toward the adaptation set point. Other control cable mutants (G213P, G213Y, I214H, I214L, I214N, A216P) had similar properties (Table 1).

All mutants assigned to the ATT-mimic [1] class exhibited partial to nearly full Tsr function in soft agar assays (Table 1). In all cases, however, the mutant colonies had sharper (thinner, denser) bands of chemotactic cells at their leading edge than did wild-type colonies (Fig. 2B). The sharp-edge phenotype has been seen previously in Tar mutants (22, 68) and is most likely a symptom of the elevated methylation status of ATT-mimic receptors. Extensively methylated Tsr molecules should have a reduced dynamic range of serine sensing (38, 39), so the sharp cell band probably reflects congregation of the migrating cells in a narrow concentration range at the high end of the serine gradient.

Three control cable mutants with null chemotaxis phenotypes (I214D, I214P, I214R) appear to have more extreme ATT-mimic [2] defects (Table 1). These mutant receptors produced very low levels of CW output in all hosts, but their CW output was highest in the R+B− host, consistent with the CCW(A) end of the biphasic output curve (Table 1 and Fig. 5A; see also Fig. 7A). Tsr(I214R) underwent some deamidation in the R+B− host and extensive methylation in the R+B+ host (Fig. 5B). In contrast, the I214D and I214P receptors were not appreciably modified in any host (Fig. 5B; see also Fig. 7B).

![FIG. 4. Examples of Tsr control cable mutants with ATT-mimic [1] signaling defects. (A) Output curves for Tsr(S217) mutants. These curves use the same shading convention for modification states and hosts as the curve for wild-type Tsr shown in Fig. 3A, y axis, extent of CW rotation time; x axis, dynamic range of the HAMP and MH bundles; vertical gray line, wild-type adaptation set point. The curves for different mutant receptors are stacked simply to conserve space. (B) Modification profiles of the S217 mutant receptors in various host strains. Unlabeled lanes are EEEE/QEQE/QQQQ markers (Fig. 3B). WT, wild type. (C) Modification profiles of the S217 mutant receptors in an adaptation-competent (CheR+ CheB+) host before (...) and after (+) experiencing a serine stimulus (SER). Unlabeled lanes are EEEE/QEQE/QQQQ markers (Fig. 3B).](image1)

![FIG. 5. Examples of Tsr control cable mutants with ATT-mimic [2] signaling defects. (A) Output curves for Tsr(I214D) and Tsr(I214R). See Fig. 4A for further explanation. (B) Modification profiles of the I214D and I214R mutant receptors in various hosts. The band marked with a black triangle corresponds to the faster of the two heavily methylated bands produced by wild-type Tsr in the same host strain. Unlabeled lanes are EEEE/QEQE/QQQQ markers (Fig. 3B). (C) Modification profiles of the I214D and I214R mutant receptors in an adaptation-competent (CheR+ CheB+) host before (...) and after (+) experiencing a serine stimulus. The white triangle indicates a chromosomally encoded nonreceptor protein that cross-reacts with the anti-Tsr antibody. The black triangle marks the same band as that described above in panel B. Unlabeled lanes are EEEE/QEQE/QQQQ markers (Fig. 3B).](image2)
Consistent with their null chemotaxis phenotypes, none of these mutant receptors showed any methylation increase in response to a serine stimulus (Fig. 5C and Table 1; see also Fig. 7C). We suggest that Tsr(I214R) has a strong ATT-mimic defect that elicits extensive methylation, but with little effect on signal output. Tsr(I214D) and Tsr(I214P) may have an even stronger ATT-mimic defect that locks the receptor in the CCW(A) state, making it refractory to modification by both CheB and CheR.

**Cluster formation by ATT-mimic receptors.** Five control cable mutants with ATT-mimic lesions (S217M, A216P, I214R, I214P, I214D) showed no evidence of CheA activation in the R−B− host (Table 1). In the QEQE modification state, these receptors might be defective in ternary complex assembly; alternatively, they might form ternary complexes that are locked in a kinase-off signaling state. To distinguish these possibilities, we examined the clustering properties of these ATT-mimic receptors in the R−B− host, using two different fluorescence microscopy reporters: YFP-CheR binds to the NWETF pentapeptide sequence at the C terminus of each receptor subunit (50, 54, 69), and YFP-CheZ binds to CheAα, which is an alternate cheA translation product and a component of ternary signaling complexes (15, 52, 54). Receptors that fail to assemble trimers of dimers, a prerequisite for both ternary complex and cluster formation, do not exhibit clusters with either of the reporters (K. K. Gosink, Y. Zhao, and J. S. Parkinson, unpublished data). Receptor forms that trimers of dimers but cannot assemble ternary complexes show clusters detectable with the CheR reporter but not with the CheZ reporter (42). Finally, receptors that are able to form ternary complexes will show clustering with both reporters (42; Gosink et al., unpublished).

The S217M, A216P and I214R receptors formed polar clusters under these conditions (Table 1). These receptors evidently have a conformation or dynamic behavior that cannot activate CheA. In contrast, the I214E and K215I receptors formed clusters detectable with either of the reporters in three of the four host strains but low CW output in the R+ B+ host (Fig. 6A). Perhaps the interplay of CheB and CheR action in the R+ B+ host enables I214E molecules to attain modification states that cannot be achieved with either enzyme alone. In addition, the heterogeneity of modification states in adaptation-competent strains can influence the signaling behavior of the receptor ensemble (53). Conceivably, these factors shift Tsr(I214E) output close to the adaptation set point in the R+ B+ host. We discount the possibility that the I214E receptor has been driven into the reversed regime because it was not as extensively modified in the R+ B+ host as it was in the R− B− host (Fig. 6B and C).

**Control cable lesions with ambiguous signaling defects.** Four control cable mutants (I214K, K215P, K215Q, and S217P) exhibited less easily classified behaviors (Table 1). Three of these mutant receptors (I214K, K215Q, and S217P) showed heat-sensitive characters and high CW output in R− B− and R+ B− hosts, properties consistent with REP-mimic defects (Table 1). Moreover, two of them (I214K and S217P) were poor substrates for both CheR and CheB modifications, similar to the I214E REP-mimic mutant described above (Table 1; Fig. 7). However, all three receptors produced low CW output in the CheB+ hosts, suggesting that CheB action drives them close to the CCW(A) end of the output range, behavior that is difficult to reconcile with a simple REP-mimic defect.

The K215P receptor produced low CW output near the set point level in both the R− B− and R+ B+ hosts, unlike any other control cable mutants (Fig. 7A). Moreover, its output in the R+ B+ host varied from one experiment to another (data not shown), implying that K215P molecules might be inefficient substrates for CheR-mediated methylation. In fact, SDS-PAGE analyses showed that this mutant receptor underwent essentially no modification by CheR and little modification by CheB (Fig. 7B). Thus, K215P signal activity lies near the CCW(A) end of the output curve, reminiscent of an ATT-mimic [1] defect. However, its inefficient modification by CheR and CheB implies a more extreme ATT-mimic [2] defect (Table 1).
Signaling consequences of proline replacements in the Tsr control cable. Most amino acid replacements in the control cable residues had no detrimental effects on Tsr signaling (Fig. 2A). In contrast, proline replacements at four of the five control cable residues either seriously impaired (A216P) or abrogated (I214P, K215P, S217P) Tsr function (Fig. 2). The unique side-chain character of proline could conceivably disrupt a control cable secondary structure, perhaps an α-helix, that is critical for signaling. However, proline replacements caused somewhat different signaling behaviors at each control cable residue (Fig. 7).

The G213P receptor was almost fully functional but exhibited modest ATT-mimic [1] behavior in output (Fig. 7A) and modification (Fig. 7B and C) tests. The I214P receptor had severe ATT-mimic [2] output behavior (Fig. 7A) and was not subject to either CheR or CheB modification (Fig. 7B and C). The K215P receptor was also an ineffective substrate for CheR and CheB modifications (Fig. 7B and C) but generated moderate levels of CW output in all host strains (Fig. 7A) and regained Tsr function in the presence of aspartate (Tar) receptors (data not shown). The A216P receptor was also functionally rescued by Tar (data not shown) but had conventional ATT-mimic [1] output (Fig. 7A) and modification (Fig. 7B and C) behaviors. Finally, the S217P receptor had a nearly normal output pattern, similar to that of G213P (Fig. 7A), but lacked Tsr signaling function, was a poor substrate for CheB, and was an output pattern, similar to that of G213P (Fig. 7A), but lacked Tsr behaviors. Finally, the S217P receptor had a nearly normal output pattern, similar to that of G213P (Fig. 7A), but lacked Tsr signaling function, was a poor substrate for CheB, and was an output pattern, similar to that of G213P (Fig. 7A), but lacked Tsr behaviors.

The G213P receptor was almost fully functional but exhibited modest ATT-mimic [1] behavior in output (Fig. 7A) and modification (Fig. 7B and C) tests. The I214P receptor had severe ATT-mimic [2] output behavior (Fig. 7A) and was not subject to either CheR or CheB modification (Fig. 7B and C). The K215P receptor was also an ineffective substrate for CheR and CheB modifications (Fig. 7B and C) but generated moderate levels of CW output in all host strains (Fig. 7A) and regained Tsr function in the presence of aspartate (Tar) receptors (data not shown). The A216P receptor was also functionally rescued by Tar (data not shown) but had conventional ATT-mimic [1] output (Fig. 7A) and modification (Fig. 7B and C) behaviors. Finally, the S217P receptor had a nearly normal output pattern, similar to that of G213P (Fig. 7A), but lacked Tsr signaling function, was a poor substrate for CheB, and was an even poorer substrate for CheR modifications (Fig. 7B and C).

DISCUSSION

Symmetric versus asymmetric conformational inputs to HAMP. Stimulus-induced conformational changes in Tsr molecules are asymmetric; the TM2 helix in one subunit moves relative to its counterpart in the other subunit (25). Some amino acid replacements in the Tsr control cable residues altered the steady-state signal output of the receptor and appeared to mimic the signaling consequences of attractant or repellent stimuli. Unlike the asymmetric TM2 piston displacements that accompany sensory stimuli, control cable lesions necessarily cause symmetric structural changes in the Tsr homodimer. However, symmetric structural changes (amino acid replacements, disulfide bonds) in the periplasmic sensing domain or TM bundle can also mimic chemoeffecter signaling effects (shifted outputs, altered adaptation responses) (6, 7, 22, 23, 25, 71). Moreover, the hybrid transducer NarX, whose stability bears an opposed, yin-yang relationship to that of the MH bundle (62). The I214D and I214P receptors were ineffective substrates for both CheR and CheB modifications, suggesting that neither enzyme can act on a highly dynamic MH bundle. The I214R receptor exhibited less drastic ATT-mimic behavior: it assembled ternary signaling complexes but could not activate CheA, Tsr(I214R) molecules were inefficiently modified by CheB but underwent extensive CheR-mediated methylation, implying that CheR can act on more dynamic MH bundles than CheB. The substrate preferences of CheR and CheB also seem to differ at the kinase-on end of the physiological dynamic range (Fig. 8). The REP-mimic K215I receptor, for example, was subject only to CheB modification, whereas the I214E REP-mimic receptor underwent modification by both of the enzymes. K215I caused more severe CW-shifted output than did I214E, suggesting that CheB can act on more stable MH bundles than CheR (Fig. 8). We conclude that the dynamic properties of the MH bundle probably determine the substrate preferences of the adaptation enzymes (73), which in turn account for net methylation increases in response to attractant stimuli and for net methylation decreases in response to repellent stimuli (Fig. 8).

Structural features of the TM2-AS1 junction. The Tsr control cable resides at the membrane-cytoplasm interface (Fig. 9). TM2 residues W211 and F212 comprise an aromatic belt that probably partitions between the membrane head groups and fatty acid tails to anchor the cytoplasmic end of the TM2 helix at the interface region (34). G213 most likely resides in
the same membrane environment as the aromatic belt residues, because only tyrosine, perhaps acting as an additional aromatic anchor, impaired function at this position. I214 probably lies near the membrane head groups because this position was sensitive to both basic and acidic replacements, which could conceivably perturb control cable structure through attractive or repulsive interactions with the negatively charged phospholipids or with the positively charged residues in the cytoplasmic N terminus of Tsr. (The two subunits in a Tsr molecule probably lie too far apart at the TM2-AS1 junction for substantive intersubunit structural interactions between the control cable residues [14, 25].) K215, in contrast, tolerated both positive and negative charge replacements, suggesting that it lies outside the influence of the membrane head groups and the N terminus. Finally, A216 and S217 tolerated a wide variety of amino acid replacements, suggesting that these residues are located well away from the membrane interfacial region.

This view of the TM2-AS1 junction in Tsr agrees with that of Boldog and Hazelbauer, who reported that residues comprising the aromatic belt and control cable in Trg were fully solvent exposed (9). In contrast, Miller and Falke suggested that the corresponding segment of Tar was embedded in the hydrophobic core of the membrane (41). Conceivably, control cable topology varies a bit from one receptor type to another, although Tar and Tsr are mechanistically indistinguishable in most other respects.

Proline replacements at 4/5 control cable residues disrupted function, suggesting that the control cable has some helical character or requires backbone flexibility, structural attributes that would be compromised by proline (20). However, if the five-residue control cable were strictly helical, the axial faces of the TM2 and AS1 helices would be nearly 180° out of register (25, 61). We suggest that the control cable must have some flexibility in order to moderate structural conflict between the TM2 and AS1 helices. G213 was the only control cable position that tolerated a proline replacement, suggesting that it is not an important structural element of a control cable helix. Moreover, because prolines typically destabilize helices in the N-terminal direction (20), it follows that G213 is not a critical part of the TM2 helix. Rather, residue 213 may serve as a structural swivel between the TM2 helix and a control cable helix comprised of residues 214 to 217, all of which are sensitive to proline replacements.

Helix extension model of TM2 piston signaling. If the TM2 control cable connection at G213 has structural flexibility, it seems unlikely that TM2 piston motions could propagate through the control cable to modulate HAMP. Moreover, chemoreceptor HAMP domains typically have a proline residue near the start of the AS1 helix (P221 in Tsr), which probably serves to discourage a rigid helical connection between the control cable and AS1. These structural features suggest that TM2 movements might influence HAMP stability by regulating control cable helicity. Perhaps piston-induced changes in the local environment of residue 213 modulate the flexibility of the TM2 control cable junction. HAMPdestabilizing repellent signals might stiffen the connection, extending the TM2 helix into the control cable to exacerbate the structural clash with HAMP. HAMP-stabilizing attractant signals might relax the
connection to relieve the structural strain on the HAMP bundle.

Park et al. recently reported molecular dynamics simulations of the Tar TM bundle joined to the AI503 HAMP domain that show how stimulus signals might regulate control cable structure (44). They suggested that an attractant-induced piston displacement causes bending and lateral sliding of the signaling TM2 helix in the plane of the membrane, which in turn modulate control cable helicity.

A helix extension mechanism of TM2 signaling is fully consistent with the properties of Tsr control cable mutants and with the earlier study by Wright et al. (68). Proline replacements at control cable residues 214 to 216 caused ATT-mimic behaviors, consistent with a reduction of control cable helicity and a consequent relaxation of the structural conflict between TM2 and HAMP. However, the S217P mutant receptor had some REP-mimic character, perhaps reflecting direct destabilization of the AS1 helix. Other than prolines, the Tsr control cable tolerated a variety of amino acid replacements with no apparent detriment in transmembrane signaling function. Glycine, alanine, cysteine, serine, threonine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan all supported full Tsr function at each control cable position, indicating that the chemical nature and size of the control cable side chains are not individually critical for signal control. At residue 213, only tyrosine caused a signaling defect, perhaps by partitioning at the aromatic anchor position. At the membrane-proximal residues 214 and 215, some polar and nonpolar amino acid replacements impaired function (Fig. 9). The I214 signaling defects most likely reflect aberrant structural interactions of the mutant side chains with the interfacial environment; the K215 defects might arise through interactions of the mutant side chains with the adjacent 214 residue.

Those interactions might change control cable helicity or render it insensitive to piston control. The membrane-distal residues, 216 and 217, were impervious to the interfacial environment (Fig. 9). Except for proline, the side-chain character of residue 216 was irrelevant to signaling proficiency. The S217 position was similarly tolerant of most amino acid replacements, except for those with hydrophobic side chains, which caused ATT-mimic behavior. The severity of these signaling defects scaled with the length of the aliphatic side chain: alanine caused modest defects, and methionine caused severe defects. We suggest that a hydrophobic residue at the S217 position stabilizes the HAMP bundle by contributing to nonpolar packing forces between the AS1 helices.

The helix extension model makes a number of testable predictions about control cable structural properties that are important for signaling. For example, the 5-residue length of the wild-type Tsr control cable might not be a critical factor if helix potential is the key variable. However, if the control cable transmits piston or rotary motions to HAMP, then precise length should be critical for signal control. Moreover, if helix potential is paramount, then a variety of artificial control cables with comparable helicity might be expected to retain signaling ability. These and other tests of the helix extension model will be reported in a follow-up study.
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